
Delivering smart business 
services to harness the 
value of IoT data 
IoT services require a wide range of technologies and often involve integrating multiple 
systems and devices. Another challenge is the smart visualization and proactive processing 
of huge amounts of incoming data. Atos’s end-to-end IoT capabilities can help enterprises 
quickly overcome these challenges, using Mendix to extend our set of reusable assets and 
create a compelling user experience.

Mendix integrates perfectly with our customer-centric 
approach to delivering IoT services — from collecting customer 
requirements through development and finally managing the 
services. Mendix is particularly valuable in the development 
phase, with an integrated connector kit and reusable 
components. 

One of the most challenging tasks in any IoT project is to create 
a single data set from different sources, like databases, devices 
and systems. In this area, the Mendix connector kit delivers 
outstanding value, supporting the Atos IoT low-code team and 
reducing development time by more than 40%.

Kick-start your IoT transformation journey
Reducing time to value within your business can keep you 
ahead of the competition. At Atos, we use proven, pre-
configured, pre-integrated IoT solutions combined with the 
speed and ease of Mendix to quickly unlock the value of your 
data.

Value
Create data-driven  

business value

Speed
Fast time-to-value  
through reusable  

IoT solutions

Decarbonization
Lower your carbon 

footprint with proven 
IoT decarb solutions

Flexibility
Access hundreds of  
IoT use cases across  
multiple industries

You benefit from our experience delivering ready-made IoT 
applications and solution building blocks. Our service delivery 
model is pragmatic and modular: From the discovery of new 
opportunities to implementation, we propose the IoT and 
analytics solutions and services that best suit your needs.



For more information: www.atos.net/iot
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Delivering smart business services to harness the 
value of IoT data 

Atos IoT offerings
With Mendix, Atos provides an end-to-end IoT offering with a strong focus on security to connect your devices and systems to 
increase enterprise productivity.

Things & data IoT platforms

Gateway

Things/Devices/Systems

Public Cloud

Private Cloud

Hybrid Cloud

On-Premises

Smart
Business
Services

A complete set of 
services and skills to 

design, build and 
run digital solutions 

and implement smart 
business services 

based on the chosen 
IoT Platform

Consultancy 
Services

Connectivity 
Services

Managed IoT 
Services

Installation 
Services

Cybersecurity 
Services

Back-office 
Integration

App
Development

Application 
Cloudification

Codex

If you are ready to connect your digital and physical assets and dramatically increase your company’s flexibility and productivity, 
talk to an Atos expert at Mendix World. Or, visit us online at https://atos.net/iot to learn more about our IoT solutions. 

https://atos.net/iot

